Creative Arts Fests presents:
Master Class Camp 2015
Laurel, MD
July 8-13, 2015

A unique creative event offering 2-day intensive workshops from instructors:
JANA ROBERTS BENZON, DAN CORMIER, JEFFREY LLOYD DEVER, LINDLY HAUNANI, TRACY HOLMES, ANKE
HUMPERT, DOREEN KASSEL, JANA LEHMANN, and EUGENA TOPINA. Join us on this inspirational journey.
Register online at:
https://creativeartsfests.wufoo.com/forms/znmjqnl176o6ft/
.

JANA ROBERTS BENZON: FROM TRASH TO TREASURE: A NEW INNOVATION FOR
TURNING SCRAP CLAY INTO BEAUTY!
Wednesday and Thursday, July 8-9, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels – confident beginner to intermediate

Having spent several months this
winter completely and happily
immersed in developing this new
technique, I'm thrilled to be able to
share it with my polymer friends!
Learn to take any old cane ends (you
know, the “junk” you have to cut off
the ends after creating a cane), scrap
pieces, less than beautiful canes, and
even single cane slices. The length of
these scrap pieces and canes doesn't
matter - short, long, even broken bits
of old canes…all can be used and
turned into gorgeous cane slices, as
depicted in the image. This is my most
gratifying technique to date, as it has
allowed me to make use of clay that I
thought was garbage…all of my many
bins of junk clay, cane ends and
individual ‘less than perfect’ slices I've been hanging onto are now pure gold! In this exciting workshop, you'll
learn to make a cane (of sorts) with scrap, and then we'll turn that into one of my signature “dimensional”
pendants (and earrings, if there's time!). This workshop is brimming with new and innovative techniques,
skills, and invaluable tidbits…join me for two fun filled days of discovery, and the gratification that comes from
having turned trash into treasure! Note: if you do not have sufficient scrap clay, cane ends, etc., I will provide
some for you. Kit fee applies.

DAN CORMIER: MATRIX CANES – ONE CANE, INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Sunday and Monday, July 12-13, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels – confident beginner to intermediate

Building on the basics of my Peeler
techniques, see how my ‘lateral thinking'
approach to canework will give you
precise and intricate results, with no
reduction and no distortion. No kidding!
After doing traditional millefiore
canework for many years, I grew tired of
its limitations, how every choice
eliminated other possibilities; I was
looking for a more open-ended pattern
making system that could be
spontaneous and improvisational, but
also yield the greatest number of
creative outcomes.
The answer I came up with was Matrix
Canes. There are countless ways to make a Matrix Cane: one or two
colours, or many; thin layers, thick layers, or both; shades, tints, or
translucents; organized and ordered, or random and organic. From
that, a single Matrix Cane can be peeled, cut apart, and re-assembled,
or peeled, re-layered, and peeled again, to yield a whole collection of
unique but complementary patterns. All those choices to make just one cane, but then just one cane is needed
to make many more. That’s the math and magic of Matrix Canes!
In this two-day hands-on workshop, students will build their own ‘Bargelo’ style Matrix Cane and collection of
decorative veneers. Paired with solid clay and cut into composite shapes, remixed and matched, students will
learn my secrets for combining decorative clay veneers together into a seamless whole. I will also demonstrate
how to use dies and cut-outs as shape templates to create exciting composite veneers. Hot on the heels of its
recent debut in Slovenia, join me for a workshop that will be both complex and accessible. And did I mention
fun? This class will also be really fun. Kit fee applies.

JEFFREY LLOYD DEVER: MINIATURE BASKETRY FOR JEWELRY
Sunday and Monday, July 12-13, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

There are a variety of small-scale basket forms suitable
for use in jewelry. In this class we’ll explore some
relatively simple techniques, using repurposed readily
available materials, as the foundation for an array of
woven wire options. When combined with various
polymer elements, the possibilities are almost endless.
Surface ornamentation and finishing techniques will be
discussed as time allows. This is a technique workshop
and not a project class. All students need a working
knowledge of polymer clay and be comfortable with
other craft materials. Kit fee applies.

LINDLY HAUNANI: INCREDIBLE (ALMOST) EDIBLE COLOR
Friday and Saturday, July 10-11, 2015

2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

There are a myriad of approaches that may be
used to design your own personalized color
palettes to create pleasing, evocative color
combinations. In this workshop you will be
drawing inspiration from the wondrous array of
colors inherent in edible nature as inspiration.
We will begin by exploring your color likes and
dislikes as you make an intuitive color collage
using clippings gleaned from Lindly’s cooking
magazine collection. Explore what colors intrigue
you – the possibilities include: cantaloupes,
raspberries, mangoes, lemons, avocadoes,
artichokes and eggplants. Using your collage as a
reference tool, you will then create a delicious
palette that features tinted translucent polymer.
Learn the parameters of proportion for tinting
and strategies for increasing (and decreasing)
the vibrancy of your colors. Samples of several options to enhance the outline(s) of your canes with pearl
polymer and/or embossing powders will be on display to aid in your choices when you make your set of
coordinated canes destined to become a succulent bracelet (wearable color story) reflective of your
inspirational collage.
Come prepared to learn new skills, valuable bench tricks, laugh and leave with an increased color confidence.
Kit fee applies.

TRACY HOLMES: BREAKTHROUGH COLOUR – COLOUR TO THE POWER OF 3
Wednesday and Thursday, July 8-9, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

Ever since Sir Isaac Newton split a beam of light into a full
spectrum of hues, and then wrapped it around to
connect back to itself, the traditional Colour Wheel - with
Red, Yellow, and Blue as its holy trinity - has been the
default setting for most artists, from finger-painting
toddlers to the well-appointed masters. Fast-forward to
the 21st Century, when colours can be replicated and
manipulated in ways even Sir Isaac couldn’t have
imagined, with light, in print, on screens, in plasma,
and of course, in a multitude of even in the most
humble art materials. Polymer clay, with its malleable
accessibility and vast potential palette, is an ideal
medium for understanding colour, and colour is a
perfect portal through which to explore polymer
clay...
CMY? Why not? No matter what your starter colours are, learn the HUE, What, and Where that defines a Primary
Colour, and go from there.
All, or nothing? Learn why Black and White (and both) are so VALUE-able to the equation.
Does mixing colours leave you stuck in the mud? From pure and simple to complex to colourless, learn about
SATURATION and its shifty shades of grey.
Hue, Value, Saturation. Primaries, Secondaries, Tertiaries. Tints, Shades, Tones. Analogous, Triadic, Complementary.
Circular, Linear, Radial... It's all in the power of 3. Whether you’re a hueless clueless novice, tentative with tints and
scared of the darks, or a confident colourist who’s ready to through something new into the mix, BreakThroughColour
will help you make new connections, unlock secret codes, and see the full spectrum in fresh new ways. Learn the rules,
then break them. Learn the colours, then make them. Faded, shaded, or saturated. True to the hue, or mysteriously
complex. Few or many, in circular, linear, or radial palette combinations.
Day 1: CMY meets XYX
Start with a simple set of polymer clay primaries, some not-so-secret formulas, a cumulative collection of hands-on
exercises to complement some ‘new school’ thinking, and a 3x3x3 Colour Cube model to move you beyond the wheel.
Day 2: Cracking the Code
Exponentially increase your knowledge in theory and practice, using Tracy’s original ‘BreakThroughColour’ system for
understanding colour in a 3-dimensional way.
With 3D models and manipulatives, using polymer clay and other media, and a full-colour deck of 216 custom-coded
cards to navigate your way through, this fun, fast-paced, and fully-packed 2-day Master Class is guaranteed to give you a
prism-like clarity for understanding colour and how to use it. Kit fee applies.

ANKE HUMPERT: HUNGRY FUNGUS NECKLACE
Friday and Saturday, July 10-11, 2015

2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced
Learn Anke's technique for making
and designing her “hungry fungus”
eye catching necklace! The light
weight, hollow pendant are are
sure to get everyone to ask: “How
did you do that?”
In this very comprehensive master
class, Anke guides you through her
design process while providing the
encouragement to experiment and
play with your own ideas to create
a necklace that reflects your
creativity. In addition, you will learn
how to:

• distress the surface of your beads
• assemble your necklace
• use paints to enhance your design.

• mix and match custom colors
• create intriguing mysterious eye
catchers
• construct hollow lentil beads
(with Anke's secret tool!)

Anke includes lots of tips, tricks and ideas throughout each step! This technique is playful and
organic at the same time. Imagine all the possibilities! Kit fee applies.

DOREEN KASSEL: ORGANICS PENDANTS AND EARRINGS WITH MIXED MEDIA
ELEMENTS
Sunday and Monday, July 12-13, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

In this class we’ll be creating
organic inspired pendant and
choker shapes, as well as
organic inspired earrings.
Starting with nature as
reference we’ll take off to
create shapes, textures and
patterns while incorporating
fun, original and surprising
jewelry findings as focal points.
Finishing with vibrant or
subdued color, these pieces
are small wearable art pieces.
Kit fee will apply.

JANA LEHMANN: GRAPHIC PATTERNS IN POLYMER (Updated)
Friday and Saturday, July 10-11, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

This is a workshop for those who may be canechallenged! Join us as we welcome Jana for the first
time to Creative Arts Fests – all the way from
Germany. You'll learn how to make various graphic
patterns without caning as depicted in this sample
and you'll practice creating them in your own colors.
Jana will also teach you how to make a Graphic
Pendant and will demonstrate how to make a pin
and earrings as well. We use black, white and grey

clay and make patterns and a pendant. On
day two, you will add clay colors and if time
allows, make earrings and brooches. Kit fee
may apply.

EUGENA TOPINA: HAND-MADE MULTIFUNCTIONAL DESIGNER STAMPS
Wednesday and Thursday, July 8-9, 2015
2-day workshop
Skill Level = all levels, confident beginner to advanced

I am sure a lot of fellow polymer
clayers can relate to this story.
For years, I've been searching for a
way to turn my own designs into
stamps. Sculpting or carving them
out of polymer clay was an obvious
first choice, but the stamps turned
out too crude and small details were
impossible to recreate. Then, I tried
ordering custom rubber stamps
online. The cost was a bit too high
for me and the turn-around time
was way too long. As for the stamps,
they were better than my first ones,
but still not detailed enough. In my
search for the perfect stamp, I even
considered 3D-printing at some
point (which did not work out
either).
Finally, one day, I came up with an
idea that produced stamps with
thin, tall and strong walls. These
could be created on my own time, and with no cost at all. With these, I was ready to conquer many different
techniques. My own faux cloisonné – check! Back-filling – check! Sutton slice – have never been easier!
Mokume-gane – any design is possible! But, making the stamps themselves was too cumbersome to explain to
somebody else.
It took me another year to put the polishing touches on this technique. Finally, I am ready to present it!
I'm ready to teach, are you ready to learn? If yes, then come to my 2-day workshop. During the first day, you
will discover how to build these stamps. And on the second day you will be able to explore their many
possibilities. Let's stamp! Kit fee applies.

